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lllrbulence and draft 

The turbulence of airflow has a significant impact 

on the sensation of draft 

By P.O. Fanger, A.K. Mellkov, H. Hanzawa, and J. Ring 

Fellow ASHRAE 

Draft is a serious problem in many 
ventilated or air-conditioned build

ings. It also is a frequent nuisance in auto
mobiles, trains and airplanes. Draft usually 
is defined as an unwanted local cooling of 
the human body caused by air movement. 
It is not sufficient that people feel thermal
ly neutral as described, for instance, by the 
PMV-index (1,2). For sedentary people, an 
additional requirement to the air move
ment is needed to decrease the risk of 
draft. 

It has for a long time been well-known 
that the risk of draft increases with increas
ing mean air velocity and decreasing air 
temperature. Fanger and Pendersen (3) 
recognized that the fluctuations of the 
velocity also contributed to the sensation 
of draft. And the air velocity does fluctuate 
in real rooms. a shown in Figure 1. The 
airflow is turbulent. 

Velocity fluctuations may be char
acterized by the turbu lence intensity, 
defined in Figure 1. Field studies (4.5) have 
identified turbulence intensity to be around 
30 to 60 percent In spaces with traditional 
(mixed) ventilation. Fanger and Christen
sen (6) published a draft chart predicting 
the risk of draft as a function of mean 
velocity and temperature in such spaces. 
In rooms with displacement ventilation or 

in naturally ventilated rooms (7) the tur
bulence often may be lower. In the present 
investigation. the quantitative impact of tur
bulence intensity on the risk of draft was 
systematically studied. The research is 
described in detail in reference (8). 

Experiments 

An experiment with 75 male and 75 
female subjects, dressed to obtain a 
neutral thermal sensation, participated in 
three experiments exposed to airflow with 
different levels of turbulence intensity (0-70 
percent) and at air temperatures of 
20-26°C (68-790f). The turbulence inten
sity was varied by modification of the air 
distribution system in an environmental 
chamber, 450 experiments took place in 
the chamber. Each experiment lasted 2.5 
hours and the sendentary subject was 
exposed to six mean air velocities ranging 
from 0.05 to 0.40 mis (10-80 fpm). A flow 
direction from behind the subject was pro
vided. The subject was asked whether and 
where air movement could be felt and 
whether or not it was uncomfortable .. 

Model of draft risk 

The results showed that the turbu
lence intensity had a significant impact on 
the sensation of draft. Based on the results. 
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RUSKIN is FIRST! 
DYNAMIC FIRE DAMPERS 
That Close Under Air Flow 

DON'T GAMBLE WITH YOUR FiRE & S~J10KE DESlGN 

FEATURE BENEFIT 
I 
I 
I 

• UL555 Dynamic Fire • UL tested to proposed 1 
Damper Rating UL555 standard. l 

• Horizontal or 
vertical installation 

• Standard spring 
closure locks 

• Pick size and install 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• Ensure fire damper i 
closure under air flow 1 

I 
I 

9Ul' UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES 
-~ TESTED AND LISTED 

1 
I 
I 
I 

rn PHILIPS SKI : 
INDUSIBIESINC. RU N DIVISION I 

PO BOX 129 • Grandview, Mo. 64030 I 
I 

Get the facts free! 
Call Ruskin today at 

1 • (800) 284 a -; 583 
OR WAITE FOR DETAILS: 
P.O. Box 129 • Grandview. MO 64030 

Name - - -----

Title --------- ------

Company _______ _ 

Address - ----- ----- -

City ______ Staie ___ _ 

Phone - --- --- -----

(Circle No. 13 on Reader Service Card) 
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· space, although it may tend to over
estimate the draft risk at arms and feet 
when these parts of the body are covered 
with clothing (e.g. long sleeves, trousers 
and socks). 

For practical applications the model 
may be used to quantify the draft risk in ex
isting spaces by measurements of mean 
air velocity, turbulence intensity and air 
temperature in the occupied zone of the 
space. The model may also estimate the 
draft risk from computer predictions of 
mean velocity, turbulence intensity and air 
temperature in ventilated spaces. 

For rating the performance of air 
distribution systems in spaces the Air 
Diffusion performance Index (ADFI) has. 
frequently been used (9, 10). The new 
model offers an updated method of rating 
the performance of air distribution systems 
by predicting the draft risk. Systems should 
be compared at a fixed air temperature in 
the occupied zone, e.g. 22°C (72°F) at a 
given height above the floor. This use of the 
model should encourage future develop
ment of air distribution systems with a low 
draft risk. 

Systems providing low turbulent 
airflow seem promising. This has already 
been utilized to a certain extent in displace-. 
ment ventilation systems (12), where the 
supply air is introduced directly into the 
occupied zone from large outlets with low 
velocity and turbulence intensity. 

The impact of turbulence intensity on 
draft sensation may explain many com· 
plaints occurring in practice, although the 
mean velocity and the air temperature may 
meet existing comfort standards (2,11). 
There seems to be a need to update these 
standards to include this new insight into 
the causes of draft. A standard may define 
a realistic acceptable percentage of 
dissatisfied due to draft, e.g. 15 percent. 
The model identifies then a limit for accep
table air movement as shown in Figure 4. 

Conclusions 

•The turbulence of an airflow has a signifi
cant impact on the sensation of draft. 

•A mathematical model of draft risk has 
been developed, which predicts the 
percentage of people dissatisfied due to 
draft as a function of mean air velocity, tur
bulence intensity and air temperature. The 
model applies for sedentary persons. 

• The model can be a useful tool for quan
tifying the draft risk in rooms by measuring 
the three previously mentioned physical 
parameters. 

o The model provides a rational basis for 
revising the limits for air movement in 
existing thermal comfort standards. 
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With Watco's High Efficiency Evaporative 
Condensers and Fluid Coolers. 

Imagine owning a condenser or cooler that 
not only boosts your system's capacity, but 
slashes your energy costs at the same time. 
Now it's possible ·with a Watco High Efficiency 
Evaporative Condenser or Fluid Cooler. 

These amazing units actually do the same 
amount of work as unirs t\vice their weight-but 
still manage co reduce your energy consumption 
up to 50%! 

of its lightweight construction, each one-piece 
unit is shipped fully assembled for easy, cost
saving installation. 

Watco's Evaporative Condensers and Fluid 
Coolers come in a variety of capacities to meet 
almost every need. They're available in 9', 10' 
and 14' diameter models, in sizes ranging from 
70 tons on up. 

For more money-saving facts, call or 
A common- sense engineering approach 

has made it possible. Watco's large ' 1 
diameter fan blades and low static _.......,~-

write for your free Engineering 
Manual today. You'll see how 
Watco's Evaporative Condensers 
and Fluid Coolers add muscle to pressure engineering work togeth

er to offer maximum efficiency for 
your HVAC/refrigeration system. 

You'll come out ahead on 
repairs and maintenance. roo. 
Watco utilizes only stainless steel 

· coils and rustproof fiberglass 
housings to tnake a unit that will 
last indefinitely under normal 
operating conditions. A.nd because 

24 (Circle No. 16 on Reader Service Card) 

both your system and your 
energy budget. 

Watco Manufacturing Corporation 
2300 :Vleyer Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46803 
CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-327-2887 
In Indiana: 219-422-1649 
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Introducing Bell & Gossett 

Far superior to cast 
iron pumps, yet 
comparably priced 
Advanced pump performance 
has just arrived! With computer
aided design, engineering and 
manufacturing, plus the latest in 
stainless steel materials tech
nology, Quantek pumps set new 
standards in precision, durability 
and efficiency. 

Tested tough 
Quantek survived unusual and 
punishing lab testing without 
a problem. Subjected to severe 
temperature extremes, mechani
cal shock, 700 psi hydrostatic 
pressure (standard is 175 psi), 
even abnormal nozzle loading ... 
Quantek kept on pumping. 

And there's more. From true 
back pullout design to self-flush
ing mechanical seals, Quantek is 

(Circle No. 15 on Reader Service Card) 

Pumps 
engineered and precision manu
factured to pump better, longer 
and more reliably. 

Wide range of models in close 
coupled and baseplate mounted 
designs. Contact your Bell & 
Gossett representative for full 
details, or write Bell & Gossett, 
8200 N. Austin Ave., Morton 
Grove, IL 60053 for our Free 
Quantek Quantifier data kit. 
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Cut your RH 
measurement 
costs without 
cutting corners. 

Now you can get accu
rate, reliable relative 
humidity transmitters in 
a variety of configura
tions. At a quarter of 
what comparable 
models cost. 

The new Panametrics MC Series RH transmitters are 
designed around our MiniCap. This low-cost, capacitive RH 
sensor offers excellent linearity, sensitivity, and long-term 
stability. You can choose from wall- or duct-mount models, 
general purpose or N EMA-4 enclosures, 2- or 4-wire opera
tion, and current or voltage outputs for RH and temperature. 

Get all the RH measurement capa
bility you need. Economically. Get an 
MC Series RH transmitter. From 
Panametrics, Inc., ; 
Waltham, MA 0225 
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